
  

Abstract — This article presents a formal model 
of general legal norms modeled in OWL. It is 
intended for automatic creation of draft general 
legal acts and their retrieval. Most existing 
solutions model legal norms using formal logic, 
rules or ontologies. Nevertheless, they were not 
intended as a basis for the automatic generation of 
draft legal acts. The proposed model defines 
classes of legal norms using classes of legal norm 
elements that are part of those norms and classes 
of legal relation elements those norms regulate. 
This model is verified by applying it to norms 
contained in an existing legal act.  

Index Terms - legal norms, legal acts, ontology, 
OWL, XML 

1. INTRODUCTION 

HIS article describes a formal model of legal 
norms written in Web Ontology Language 

(OWL). It is connected with formal model of 
general legal acts modeled as described in [1]. 
Those models are used as a basis for  
development of expert systems for creation and 
retrieval of general legal acts. 

WL was used as a modeling language 
because of its inference semantics, open 

world assumption and distributed nature. 
Inference semantics allows the use of existing 
tools (OWL reasoners and RDF data stores) as 
the basis for the development of expert systems. 
Open world assumption is a natural state of 
affairs in the legal field. This model has to be 
distributed since different people will 
(presumably) model different parts of a legal 
system. 

he quality of legal acts and procedures for its 
creation is questionable, to say at least. Creation 
of legal acts starting from their semantics (as 
proposed in [2]), with the automation of the 
application of legal drafting guidelines, will 
improve the quality of legal acts  (its consistency, 
intelligibility and usability) and the procedure of its 
creation (its efficiency and effectiveness). 
In order to make decisions, lawyers are using 
legal acts as a knowledge base of legal norms, 
since legal norms are applied as they are 
formulated in legal acts.   
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One legal norm can be contained in different 
parts of  one legal act or even in different legal 
acts.  
As a consequence, retrieval of textual 
formulations of legal norms can be quite 
troublesome. Semantic retrieval of legal acts, 
based on legal norms it contains, is a promising 
solution to this problem. 
This article is structured as follows. The first 
section defines basic legal concepts that are used 
in the formal model of legal norms and overviews 
related research efforts. Section 2 describes the 
proposed formal model of legal norms. Section 3 
gives an example of use of the proposed model 
as applied to norms contained in Privacy Law [3]. 
Finally, the last section gives concluding remarks 
and proposes directions of future research. 

1.1. Basic Legal Concepts 

Definitions of basic legal concepts found in this 
subsection are based on legal-theoretic views 
presented in [4], [5] and [6]. Nevertheless, 
interpretation of those views are solely authors'. 
A legal norm is a rule of conduct of people that 
may contain a rule on the application of a 
sanction in the case of its violation.  
Each legal norm consists of two main elements: a 
disposition and a sanction. A disposition is an 
order of conduct of people. A sanction is a rule 
of conduct of both the subject that has violated 
the disposition and the state agency that is 
mandated to use the appropriate measure on the 
violator. 
Subsidiary elements of legal norms are 
disposition hypothesis and sanction hypothesis. A 
disposition hypothesis is the condition under 
which a subject has a duty or a right to act 
according to the disposition. A sanction 
hypothesis is the condition of the application of 
the sanction. Violation of disposition (a delict) is 
the necessary condition for the application of the 
sanction, but not necessarily the sufficient 
condition since further conditions may apply.  
There are several classes of dispositions. A 
categorical disposition is a disposition that 
orders one and only one conduct. An alternative 
disposition is a disposition that orders one 
conduct from a set of alternative conducts that 
subject can choose. A discretionary disposition 
is an alternative disposition that empowers a 
subject to regulate behavior of other subjects. A 
dispositive disposition is a disposition that 
orders a conduct, but empowers a subject to 
create another disposition instead. The subject 
has to comply with the order of conduct only if 
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he/she does not create another disposition.  
Sanctions can also be classified into categorical 
sanctions, alternative sanctions, discretionary 
sanctions and dispositive sanctions, although 
categorical sanctions are almost exclusively 
used. Sanctions can further be divided into 
different subcategories. 
According to elements they contain and relations 
they regulate, legal norms can be classified into: 
conditional norms (they contain disposition 
hypothesis), unconditional norms (they do not 
contain disposition hypothesis), norms of 
competence (they contain discretionary 
disposition), norms of conduct (they do not 
contain discretionary disposition), provisonary 
norms (they contain dispositive disposition), 
peremtory norms (they do not contain 
dispositive disposition), general norms (they 
regulate abstract social relations), individual 
norms (they regulate concrete social relations), 
entitling norms (they regulate legal relations that 
contain right), injunctive norms (they regulate 
legal relations that contain duty), obligational 
norms (they regulate legal relations that contain 
obligation) and prohibitive norms (they regulate 
legal relations that contain prohibition). Those 
classes of legal norms are not necessarily 
mutually exclusive.  
A legal relation is a social relation that is 
regulated by a legal norm.  
The elements of the legal relation are right and 
duty. Each legal relation has both right and duty, 
although both elements do not need to be 
explicitly stated. The right  of one subject is the 
duty of another, and vice versa. A right is the 
possibility of a particular action of a subject that is 
protected by the state. A duty is the necessity of 
acting according to a particular disposition. An 
obligation is a duty that orders particular action. 
A prohibition is a duty that forbids particular 
action. A competence is a right that one subject 
uses to protect interests of another subject. Since 
the first subject has to act in the interests of the 
second subject, it is a right and a duty at the 
same time. 
A legal system is a set of legal norms arranged 
in a series of units that are connected with each 
other in a non contradictory whole. Those units 
are legal areas, legal branches and legal 
institutions. A legal area is a set of legal 
branches (e.g. public law, private law, national 
law, international law, etc.). A legal branch is a 
set of legal institutions (e.g. civil law, criminal law, 
etc.). A  legal institution is a set of legal norms 
that regulate the same legal relation (or few legal 
relations) with the same policy. 
The term legal act has two main connotations. 
The first connotation of this term is a mental act, 
which takes place in people's psyche, and is 
inaccessible to other people. The second 
connotation of this term is a materialized act of 
psyche, usually expressed by natural language. 

The first connotation of this term is its content, 
the second connotation is its form. 
The content of a legal act is its subject matter. It 
has two parts. The main part of its content is a 
statement of will that has legal consequences. 
Subsidiary part of its content is the naming of the 
act itself so its place in the legal system can be 
designated as precisely as possible. The naming 
usually consists of: the type of the act, the subject 
that enacted it, legal grounds for its enactment, 
place and time of enactment, procedure by which 
it was enacted, goal for its enactment, etc. 
The second connotation of this term is the subject 
of this paper. The form of a legal act is a set of 
material means with which it is created and 
expressed. Legal theory distinguishes three main 
elements of its form: subject, procedure and 
materialization of form. A subject is the body that 
is authorized to enact a legal act. A procedure is 
a procedure needed for its enactment. A 
materialization of form is the accommodation to 
sensory perception and expression of legal act. 

1.2. Related Work 

Most commonly used formalisms for the 
representation of legal norms are formal logic, 
rules and ontologies. Some logical formalisms for 
their representation are described in [7], [8] and 
[9]. 
Biagioli and Grossi in [7] present a logic-based 
approach to legislative meta-drafting. They 
introduce classes of meta-data, corresponding to 
specific classes of legal provisions. Such meta-
data are then formalized using a simple and  
tractable description logic. Provisions in the 
model are divided into two main families: rules 
(constitutive and regulative provisions) and rules 
on rules (modificatory provisions). Constitutive 
provisions lay out the components of relevant 
pieces of legislation by introducing new types of 
entities, defining new terms or procedures, 
creating new institutional bodies, and attributing 
powers.  Regulative provisions concern deontic 
concepts. Modificatory provisions manage the  
dynamics of laws and are divided into 
modifications and applications (derogations). 
Sartor in [8] gives a formal reconstruction of 
some fundamental patterns of legal reasoning. 
Legal norms are represented as unidirectional 
inference rules which can be combined into 
arguments. The value of each argument (its 
qualification as justified, defensible, or  defeated) 
is determined by the importance of the rules it 
contains. Applicability arguments, intended to 
contest or support the applicability of legal norms, 
preference arguments, purporting to establish 
preference relations among norms, and 
interpretative arguments are also formalized. 
Gordon in [9] presents Legal Knowledge 
Interchange Format (LKIF). LKIF is an XML 
schema for representing theories and proofs 
constructed from theories. A theory in LKIF 



  

consists of a set of axioms and inference rules. 
The language of individuals, predicate and 
function symbols used by the theory can be 
imported from an ontology represented in the 
Web Ontology Language (OWL). 
Some ontologies that model legal norms are 
Conceptual frame-based ontology of Law [10], 
FOLaw [11], LRI-Core [11], DOLCE+CLO [12], 
Ontology of Fundamental Legal Concepts [13] 
and LKIF-Core [14]. 
The conceptual frame-based ontology is 
constituted by three frame structures. The 
structures are the norm frame, the act frame and 
the concept-description frame. A legal-theoretical 
analysis has determined the form of the 
structures. 
Every norm must comprise a norm subject, a 
legal modality and an act description. Dependent 
on the type of norm, categorical or hypothetical, 
these three elements can be supplemented with 
conditions of application. Some additional norm 
elements are the norm identifier (used as a point 
of reference for a norm), the norm promulgation 
(links a norm to its source) and the scope (limits 
the range of  application of a norm). 
FOLaw and LRI-Core ontologies were developed 
at the Leibniz Center for Law. FOLaw specifies 
functional dependencies between types of 
knowledge involved in legal reasoning.  At the 
same time it also expresses the role of the legal 
system as controlling the actual social behavior of 
individuals and organizations in society (it 
presents a legal-sociological view rather than a 
perspective from the law itself). The following six 
types of knowledge are distinguished: normative 
knowledge (most typical category of legal 
knowledge, norms express (un)desirable 
behavior using deontic operators permission, 
obligation and forbidden), meta-legal knowledge 
(knowledge needed to solve conflicts between 
individually applicable norms), world knowledge 
(contain description of the behavior in the world of 
discourse), responsibility knowledge (establishes 
a relation between the violation of a  norm and an 
agent who is responsible for its violation), reactive 
knowledge (specifies which reaction should be 
taken when the norm has been violated) and 
creative knowledge (allows creation of social 
institutions and legal persons) [11]. The authors 
have developed a new representation and 
inference formalisms for the normative 
knowledge which are an alternative to deontic 
logic [15]. 
LRI-Core is written in OWL. One may distinguish 
many concepts in law, but not many are typical 
for law. These concepts are usually 
specializations of common sense concepts. 
Therefore, LRI-Core contains two levels. The 
most abstract level is a foundational ontology that 
covers concepts from  physical, mental, and 
abstract worlds and roles. The more concrete 
level is legal core ontology. The legal core 

ontology is used for development of domain 
ontologies. 
The major categories of LRI-Core ontology are: 
physical concepts (object and process), mental 
concepts analogous to the physical ones, roles 
that represent notions about social behavior, 
abstract concepts for simple ideas and finally a 
number of terms to talk about occurrences. 
The Ontology of Fundamental Legal Concepts 
has been developed under the ESTRELLA [16] 
project which aims to develop and validate an 
open, standards-based platform allowing public 
administrations to develop and deploy 
comprehensive legal knowledge management 
solutions. The formal language chosen to 
express this first version of the ontology is OWL 
DL. 
The first classification of legal concepts includes 
two main classes: norms and normative 
judgments. Norms state normative judgments. 
Norms can be unconditional, that is their 
judgment may not depend upon any antecedent 
condition. Usually, however, norms are 
conditional. Conditional norms are distinguished 
into rules, which make a normative judgment  
dependent upon sufficient conditions: initiation 
rules (rules stating that a certain normative 
proposition starts to hold when the rule’s 
conditions are satisfied), termination rules (rules 
stating that a normative proposition ceases to 
hold when the rule’s conditions are satisfied) and 
supervenience rules (rules stating that a 
normative proposition holds as long as the 
conditions are satisfied). 
Core Legal Ontology (CLO) is a result of 
collaboration between ISTC-CNR and ITTIG-
CNR. It organizes juridical concepts and relations 
on the basis of formal properties defined in 
DOLCE+, an extension of the DOLCE 
foundational ontology developed in the 
WonderWeb and Metokis projects.  
In CLO, a legal norm is a subclass of the social 
norm, which is expressed by normative text, and 
is realized by a (physical, electronic, etc.) 
document. Constitutive and regulative norms are 
distinguished. Constitutive norms introduce new 
entities in the ground ontology, while regulative 
norms provide constraints on existing ground 
entities. Definition and power-conferring rules are 
subclasses of constitutive norms. Regulative 
norms define behavior courses, and have at least 
one modal description as a proper part. 
LKIF-Core is a core legal ontology that is a part of 
a generic architecture for legal knowledge 
systems. It plays an important role in the 
translation of existing legal knowledge bases to 
other representation formats, in particular into 
LKIF [9]. The ontology consists of several 
modules, each of which represents a relatively 
independent cluster of concepts: expression, 
norm, process, action, role, place, time and 
mereology. Concepts in these modules were 



  

formalized using OWL DL. 
It is divided into three layers: the top level, the 
intentional level and the legal level. Top level 
clusters of the ontology provide definitions of the 
context in which any legally relevant fact, event or 
situation occurs. Those definitions are 
consequently used to define intentional and legal 
concepts in other modules. Modules at the 
intentional level include concepts and relations 
necessary for description of mental state and 
behavior of agents. At the legal level, the LKIF-
Core ontology introduces a comprehensive set of 
legal agents and actions, rights and powers, 
typical legal roles, and concept definitions which 
allow expression of normative statements.  
The Norm is a statement combining two 
performative meanings: it is deontic, in the sense 
that it is a qualification of the (moral or legal) 
acceptability of some thing, and it is directive in 
the sense that it commits the speaker to bringing 
about that the addressee brings about the more 
acceptable thing, presumably through a sanction.  
Yet another formalisms for the representation of 
legal norms are described in [17]. Olbrich and 
Simon in [17] discuss visualization and formal 
modeling of a legally regulated process. They 
explicitly derive a process structure which is 
implicitly specified within the paragraphs 
themselves. The Semantic Process  Language 
(SPL) is used to translate paragraphs into 
process models, since it enables articulation of 
language structures into executable workflow 
models. 

2. ONTOLOGICAL MODEL OF LEGAL NORMS 

This section presents our ontological model of 
general legal norms developed on the basis of 
review of legal-theoretic literature and related 
work on modeling legal norms described in 
Section 1. Legal concepts were modeled as OWL 
classes while relations between those concepts 
were modeled as OWL properties.  
The most important classes and properties of the 
model are described in this section. They are 
formulated in N3 notation. Due to space 
constraints, namespace prefixes and disjointWith 
property are omitted. The full version of the 
ontology is available at [18]. 

2.1 LegalNorm 

The central class of this model is LegalNorm. It is 
a subclass of SocialNorm and 
ClassificationElement, has one or more 
NormElements, regulates one or more 
LegalRelations, implements one or more Policies, 
is a part of a LegalInstitution, is contained in a 
LegalAct, comes into force, is repealed and has 
efficacy on particular dates. Definition of this 
class and its properties is shown in Listing 1. 
LegalNorm 
   a owl:Class; 
   rdfs:subClassOf SocialNorm, 
   ClassificationElement; 

   rdfs:subClassOf [ 
      a owl:Restriction; 
   owl:cardinality "1"^^xsd:int; 
      owl:onProperty hasDisposition ]. 
 
hasNormElement 
   a owl:ObjectProperty; 
   rdfs:domain SocialNorm; 
   rdfs:range NormElement; 
   owl:inverseOf isNormElement. 
 
regulates 
   a owl:ObjectProperty; 
   rdfs:domain SocialNorm; 
   rdfs:range SocialRelation; 
   owl:inverseOf isRegulated. 
 
hasPolicy 
   a owl:ObjectProperty; 
   rdfs:domain LegalNorm; 
   rdfs:range Policy; 
   owl:inverseOf isPolicy. 
 
isLegalNorm 
   a owl:TransitiveProperty, 
   owl:ObjectProperty; 
   rdfs:domain LegalNorm; 
   rdfs:range LegalInstitution; 
   rdfs:subPropertyOf isPart; 
   owl:inverseOf hasLegalNorm. 
 
isContained 
   a owl:ObjectProperty; 
   rdfs:domain LegalNorm; 
   rdfs:range LegalAct; 
   owl:inverseOf contains. 

Listing 1: Definition of a legal norm 

Different subclasses of legal norms are defined 
according to norm elements they contain and 
legal relations they regulate. ConditionalNorm is a 
LegalNorm that has DispositionHypothesis 
element. UnconditionalNorm is a legal norm that 
does not have DispositionHypothesis element. 
EntitlingNorm is a norm that regulates legal 
relation that has Right element. InjuctiveNorm is a 
LegalNorm that regulates LegalRelation that has 
Duty element. ProhibitiveNorm is a LegalNorm 
that regulates LegalRelation that has Prohibition 
element. ObligationalNorm is a LegalNorm that 
regulates LegalRelation that has Prohibition 
element. PeremtoryNorm is a LegalNorm that has 
CategoricalDisposition, AlternativeDisposition or 
DiscretionaryDisposition as an element. 
ProvisionaryNorm is a LegalNorm that has 
DispositiveDisposition as an element. The 
definition of provisionary disposition  is shown in 
Listing 2. 
ProvisonaryNorm 
   a owl:Class; 
   owl:equivalentClass [ 
      a owl:Class; 
      owl:intersectionOf ([ 
         a owl:Restriction; 
         owl:onProperty hasDisposition; 
         owl:someValuesFrom 
DispositiveDisposition ] 
         LegalNorm )]. 

isting 2: Definition of provisionary legal norm 

2.2 LegalNormElement 

NormElement has a textual formulation that can 
be plain text or an URI reference of the XML 
element that formulates the norm. There are four 
different classes of norm elements: 
DispositionHypothesis, Disposition, 
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SanctionHypothesis and Sanction. Subclasses of 
Disposition are: CategoricalDisposition, 
AlternativeDisposition, DiscretionaryDisposition 
and DispositiveDisposition. Subclasses of 
Sanction are SanctionAgainstPersons and 
SanctionAgainstActs. The definition of legal norm 
element and its subclasses is shown in Listing 3. 
NormElement 
   a owl:Class. 
 
DispositionHypothesis 
   a owl:Class; 
   rdfs:subClassOf NormElement. 
 
Disposition 
   a owl:Class; 
   rdfs:subClassOf NormElement. 
 
SanctionHypothesis 
   a owl:Class; 
   rdfs:subClassOf NormElement. 
 
Sanction 
   a owl:Class; 
   rdfs:subClassOf NormElement. 

isting 3: Definitions classes of legal norm elements 

2.3 LegalRelation 

LegalRelation is a SocialRelation that is regulated 
by some LegalNorm.  
LegalRelation may be a subclass or a superclass 
of another LegalRelation. For example, in Privacy 
Law [3], reading data is a subclass of accessing 
data, while accessing data is a superclass of 
reading data. It has one or more legal relation 
elements. The definition of legal relation and its 
properties is shown in Listing 4. 
LegalRelation 
   a owl:Class; 
   owl:equivalentClass [ 
      a owl:Class; 
      owl:intersectionOf ( [ 
            a owl:Restriction; 
            owl:onProperty isRegulated; 
            owl:someValuesFrom LegalNorm] 
         SocialRelation)]. 
 
hasRelationElement 
   a owl:ObjectProperty; 
   rdfs:domain SocialRelation; 
   rdfs:range RelationElement; 
   owl:inverseOf isRelationElement. 

isting 4: Definition of legal relation 

2.4 LegalRelationElement 

LegalRelationEelement can be either a Right or a 
Duty. Right can be SubjectiveRight. Duty can be 
either Prohibition or Obligation. Competence is 
both Right and Duty at the same time.  
Right has a right subject while Duty has a duty 
subject that is a LegalSubject. 
Right of right subject of LegalRelation implicitly 
corresponds to Duty of duty subject of 
LegalRelation and vice versa, although need not 
explicitly. One LegalRelation can contain more 
that one Right/Duty pair. 

2.5 Policy 

Policy class represents the social policy that is 
implemented by the legal norm. There are 
different subclasses of social policies: abstract 
policy, concrete policy, educational policy, 

corrective policy, protective policy, basic policy, 
special policy, temporary policy,  permanent 
policy, regulatory policy, creationist policy. 
Different classes of social policies are 
implemented with different classes of legal 
norms. For example, temporary policy is 
implemented with a norm that has a date of 
repeal. 

2.6 ClassificationElement 

ClassificationElement can be a part of another 
element or can have other elements as its parts. 
Subclasses of ClassificationElement are 
LegalSystem, LegalArea, LegalBranch, 
LegalInstitution and LegalNorm. 

2.7 LegalAct 

LegalAct is a subclass of MentalAct that is a 
subclass of Action that is a subclass of LegalFact. 
Subclasses of LegalAct are CompleteLegalAct, 
IncompleteLegalAct, NormativeLegalAct and 
UnnormativeLegalAct. LegalActs can further be 
divided into more subcategories. The definition of 
legal act and its properties is shown in Listing 5. 
LegalAct 
   a owl:Class; 
   rdfs:subClassOf MentalAct. 
 
hasSubject 
   a owl:ObjectProperty; 
   rdfs:domain LegalAct; 
   rdfs:range LegalSubject; 
   owl:inverseOf isSubject. 
 
hasProcedure 
   a owl:ObjectProperty; 
   rdfs:domain LegalAct; 
   rdfs:range Procedure; 
   owl:inverseOf isProcedure. 
 
hasMaterialization 
   a owl:DatatypeProperty; 
   rdfs:domain LegalAct; 
   rdfs:range xsd:anyURI. 

isting 5: Definition of a legal act 

3. PRIVACY LAW AS A CASE STUDY OF THE 

MODEL'S APPLICATION 

The ontological model of legal norms is applied to 
legal norms contained in Privacy Law [3]. This law 
regulates collection and processing of data with 
the goal of protecting privacy of individuals. 
Furthermore, this law is modeled as a legal act 
using MetaLex/CEN compatible model of legal 
acts as described in [1]. Minor changes are 
applied to the cited model in order to comply with 
legal drafting guidelines [19], but due to space 
constraints those changes are not described 
here.  
Models of legal norms and legal acts are 
connected with hasURL property of NormElement 
class and its subclasses. The value of hasURL 
property is URL reference of the XML element 
that formulates that norm element. 
The formal model of the Article 36 and Article 57 
is presented in Listing 6. Due to space 
sonstraints, type, LocalNamingConventionMethod 
and  Local-NamingConventionScope attributes 
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have been omitted. 
<article id="art36"> 
<proposition id="art36-prop1">If the data 
collection is established by contract or by 
consent in writing, in case of termination of 
contract or withdrawal of consent in 
writing,</proposition><proposition id="art36-
prop2">the operator is required to delete 
data within 15 days from the date of 
termination of contract or withdrawal of 
consent, unless otherwise stipulated or 
agreed upon.</proposition> 
</article> 
...   
<article id="art57"> 
<item id="art57-item1"> 
<proposition id="art36-prop2">A fine of 
50,000 to 1,000,000 RSD shall be imposed on 
the operator or a user who is a public 
person.</proposition> 
... 
<point id="art206-item1-pt8"> 
<proposition id="art36-prop2">do not delete 
data from the data collection contrary to the 
Article 36 of this law;</proposition> 
</point> 
... 
</item> 
<item id="art57-item2"> 
<proposition id="art36-prop2">For the offense 
referred to in Item 1 of this Article, the 
entrepreneur shall be fined from 20,000 to 
500,000 RSD.</proposition> 
</item> 
<item id="art57-item3"> 
<proposition id="art36-prop2">For the offense 
referred to in Item 1 of this Article, the 
natural person or person responsible for the 
actions of public persons, state agencies, 
public bodies or bodies of territorial 
autonomy and local self-government shall be 
fined from 5,000 to 50,000 RSD.</proposition> 
</item> 
</article> 

Listing 6: Formal model of Article 36 and Article 57 

Legal norm contained in Article 36 and Article 57 
is modeled as as RDF triplets written according to 
OWL schema presented in this article. Its 
formulation in N3 notation is shown in Listing 7. 
Art36 
   a ProvisonaryNorm; 
   hasDisposition Art36d; 
   hasDispositionHypotesis Art36dh; 
   hasSanction Art57; 
   regulates Deletion; 
   hasPolicy ProtectionOfPrivacy; 
   isLegalNorm Privacy; 
   isContained PrivacyLaw; 
   hasEfficacy "2009-01-01"^^xsd:date; 
   hasEnteredIntoForce  
      "2008-11-04"^^xsd:date. 
 
Art36d 
   a DispositiveDisposition; 
   hasURL 
"http://informatika.ftn.uns.ac.rs/rs/odluka/2
008-10-23/1/sr@2008-10-23/main.pck#art36-
prop2"^^xsd:anyURI; 
   isDisposition Art36. 
 
Art36dh 
   a DispositionHypothesis; 
   hasURL 
"http://informatika.ftn.uns.ac.rs/rs/odluka/2
008-10-23/1/sr@2008-10-23/main.pck#art36-
prop1"^^xsd:anyURI; 
   isDispositionHypotesis Art36. 
 
Art57 
   a Fine; 
   hasURL 
"http://informatika.ftn.uns.ac.rs/rs/odluka/2
008-10-23/1/sr@2008-10-
23/main.pck#art57"^^xsd:anyURI; 

   isSanction Art36. 
 
Deletion 
   a LegalRelation; 
   hasRight DeletionRight; 
   hasDuty DeletionDuty; 
   isRegulated Art36. 
 
ProtectionOfPrivacy 
   a ProtectivePolicy; 
   hasURL 
"http://informatika.ftn.uns.ac.rs/rs/odluka/2
008-10-23/1/sr@2008-10-
23/main.pck#art2"^^xsd:anyURI; 
   isPolicy Art36. 
 
Privacy 
   a LegalInstitution; 
   hasLegalNorm Art36; 
   isLegalInstitution CivilLaw. 
 
PrivacyLaw 
   a Law; 
   contains Art36; 
   hasProcedure LegislativeProcedure; 
   hasSubject NationalAssembly; 
   hasMaterialization 
"http://informatika.ftn.uns.ac.rs/rs/odluka/2
008-10-23/1/sr@2008-10-
23/main.pck"^^xsd:anyURI; 

Listing 7: Formal model of legal norm contained in Article 36 and 
Article 57 

4. CONCLUSION 

This article describes a formal model of legal 
norms. The proposed model is intended for 
semantic retrieval of legal acts and automatic 
generation of draft legislation from a set of legal 
norms it contains. Its main contribution is that it 
defines different legal norm elements and legal 
relation elements that are used for defining other 
concepts. To the best of our knowledge, no other 
model of legal norms used this approach. 

Future work is directed in several directions: 
towards semantic retrieval of legal acts and 
elements of legal acts according to legal norms 
its contains and automatic generation of draft 
legislation from formal model of a system of legal 
norms. 

The extension of the model to cover individual 
legal norms and legal relations, legal cases and 
modeling of business processes using 
dependencies between elements of legal norms 
is also considered. 
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